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Animal studies have shown robust electrophysiological activity in the sensory cortex in the absence of stimuli or tasks. Similarly,

recent human functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) revealed widespread, spontaneously emerging cortical fluctuations.

However, it is unknown what neuronal dynamics underlie this spontaneous activity in the human brain. Here we studied this

issue by combining bilateral single-unit, local field potentials (LFPs) and intracranial electrocorticography (ECoG) recordings in

individuals undergoing clinical monitoring. We found slow ( < 0.1 Hz, following 1/f-like profiles) spontaneous fluctuations of

neuronal activity with significant interhemispheric correlations. These fluctuations were evident mainly in neuronal firing rates

and in gamma (40–100 Hz) LFP power modulations. Notably, the interhemispheric correlations were enhanced during rapid eye

movement and stage 2 sleep. Multiple intracranial ECoG recordings revealed clear selectivity for functional networks in the

spontaneous gamma LFP power modulations. Our results point to slow spontaneous modulations in firing rate and gamma

LFP as the likely correlates of spontaneous fMRI fluctuations in the human sensory cortex.

The neuronal events occurring in the sensory cortex when no stimulus
is presented are not well understood. Contrary to traditional feed-
forward models of information processing, a growing body of single-
unit, LFP, electroencephalography (EEG), and optical imaging data
point to robust levels of spontaneous neuronal activity in sensory areas
of the mammalian cortex1–7. The modulation of such spontaneous
neuronal activity can occur on very slow time scales8,9. These robust
spontaneous waves pose a challenge for models linking neuronal
activity and sensory perception10,11, namely in explaining how the
brain distinguishes between spontaneous events and vivid sensory
percepts. One possibility is that the precise neuronal dynamics differ
substantially between spontaneous and sensory-evoked conditions.
This possibility is shown in the schematic models in Figure 1. Such
dynamic differences may be missed in fMRI measurements because of
the sluggish nature of the hemodynamic response (Fig. 1).

In the presence of uncorrelated noise, neuronal events with distinct
dynamics are expected to differ in the spectral profiles of their firing-
rate correlations across hemispheres (Fig. 1). High-amplitude transient
neuronal activity would give rise to correlations at both low and high
modulation frequencies, generating a relatively flat spectral correlation
profile (model 1; Fig. 1), whereas low-amplitude sustained neuronal
activity would give rise predominantly to correlations at low frequen-
cies (model 2). Here we report the finding of correlated spontaneous
fluctuations in low-frequency firing-rate modulations and gamma LFP

power across hemispheres. We further show that the neuronal
dynamics underlying these spontaneous fluctuations are clearly com-
patible with model 2, whereas the sensory-evoked correlations are more
compatible with model 1.

A major concern in studying spontaneous signals is their possible
contamination by noise sources, as no time-locked averaging is possible
for such signals. To overcome this problem, we focused on two
major defining characteristics of spontaneous brain activity, as also
reported by fMRI studies: their tendency to be correlated across
hemispheres12–21, and their neuroanatomical selectivity12–21—that is,
such fluctuations are not global, and distinct functional systems are
often decorrelated. To assess these characteristics with electrophysio-
logical measures, we used two rare sets of bihemispheric recordings
obtained in the auditory cortex of individuals undergoing presurgical
clinical testing. These data consisted of extracellular single-unit and
LFP recordings obtained from depth electrodes in three individuals and
subdural surface ECoG recordings from two other individuals (see
Supplementary Table 1 online for details and Fig. 2a for bilateral
auditory electrode locations in extracellular data). We focused on inter-
hemispheric correlations as our marker for genuine spontaneous
activity. Finally, by comparing intracranial ECoG recordings from
the auditory cortex with many other recording sites in the
same individuals, we verified the anatomical selectivity of the sponta-
neous neuronal activity.
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RESULTS

Firing-rate and gamma LFP power modulations

We recorded single-unit activity and LFPs bilaterally from depth
electrodes placed in the auditory cortex during wakeful rest and sleep
(Fig. 2). We first focused on single-unit data, which were recorded in
two individuals during silent wakeful rest and during pure-tone and
random-chord stimulation22 (n¼ 38 and 50, respectively, with a mean
firing rate of 5.3 and 4.9 spikes s–1 during rest). We compared the
firing-rate modulations of the auditory cortex during rest across
hemispheres as follows. Firing-rate modulations were minimally
smoothed (with a Gaussian with full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 5 ms) and further filtered into three frequency bands:
slow (o0.1 Hz), medium (0.1–1 Hz) and fast (41 Hz). We provide
here an example of this analysis (Fig. 2b) and a summary of bilateral
spiking data in two subjects (Fig. 3a). We found robust firing-rate
modulations during wakeful rest, which were correlated across the two
hemispheres. These modulations in single-unit firing rates manifested
the highest and most significant interhemispheric correlations at low
temporal frequencies (r ¼ 0.32, P o 0.0005).

We next examined LFPs that were recorded during periods of silent
wakeful rest and audiovisual stimulation in five individuals. Periods of
both rapid eye movement (REM) and stage 2 sleep were recorded
over two nights for one of these individuals (Supplementary Table 1).
Because coherence across large cortical distances during rest is
often associated with the raw LFP and EEG and its low-frequency
rhythms23, we first checked whether the raw LFP showed correlations
across the two hemispheres. Notably, we did not find marked
interhemispheric correlations at any frequency of the raw LFP
(41 Hz) during wakeful rest in the extracellular data (Supplementary
Fig. 1 online).

An important dimension of the LFP signal is its band-limited power
(BLP)4, which is a measure of envelope amplitude changes of LFP
oscillations at specific frequency bands. In contrast to the raw LFP, an

examination of BLPs revealed robust interhemispheric correlations. We
observed the strongest correlations in gamma (40–100 Hz) power
changes, although power changes at lower (alpha/beta) frequency
bands also showed some interhemispheric correlations (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 1 for all frequency bands). To examine the frequency
profiles of the correlations, we further filtered the gamma power
modulations into slow, medium and fast frequencies. Similar to the
firing-rate modulations, the interhemispheric correlations in gamma
power were higher at low (o0.1 Hz) frequencies (example in Fig. 2c).
A quantitative analysis across the entire dataset (Fig. 3b) confirmed the
strong bias of interhemispheric correlations in gamma-power modula-
tions toward low frequencies (r ¼ 0.43, P o 0.0005).

The concurrent acquisition of spiking activity and LFP allowed us to
directly compare the modulations in firing rate and gamma LFP power
(Supplementary Fig. 2 online) and determine the relationship between
firing rate and gamma LFP power in spontaneous activity during
wakeful rest. Similar to the interhemispheric correlations, the correla-
tions between spiking activity and gamma power were significantly
higher at low-frequency modulations (one-way analysis of variance
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Figure 1 Two models of possible neuronal activity underlying fMRI events.

Correlated fMRI fluctuations from right (gray) and left (black) hemispheres

(top row) could be generated by different underlying neuronal events

(middle row) associated with different power spectra of interhemispheric

correlations (bottom row). Model 1 (left column): fMRI activation generated

by transient (B100–300 ms), high-firing-rate neuronal events. Model 2

(right column): fMRI activation generated by slow (on the order of seconds),

low-firing-rate neuronal events. Both neuronal events include noise and
temporal jitter. Fast neuronal events (model 1) would show interhemispheric

correlations in all frequencies, whereas slow neuronal events (model 2)

would show interhemispheric correlations predominantly in low frequencies

(bottom row). Because of the temporal integration of the hemodynamic

response, both neuronal dynamics could generate similar fMRI fluctuations

(top row).
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Figure 2 Interhemispheric comparison of slow spontaneous activity in human

auditory cortex. (a) Estimated anatomical locations of auditory electrodes in

patients 1–3 (red, blue and green, respectively). (b–e) Examples of correlated

slow fluctuations (o0.1 Hz) in neuronal activity of auditory cortex from the

right (red) and left (blue) hemispheres. b, Firing-rate modulations during rest.

Vertical lines show actual spike times. Black arrows indicate the relation

between time courses of slow firing-rate modulations and actual spikes.
Waveforms of neuronal action potentials are shown below spike trains (blue,

left hemisphere; red, right hemisphere; gray zone, s.e.m. across spike

instances). (c) LFP gamma-power modulations during wakeful rest. (d) LFP

gamma-power modulations during REM sleep. (e) LFP gamma-power

modulations during stage 2 sleep. Data in all examples were recorded in the

same microwires of patient 2. Slow modulations tend to correlate across

hemispheres, and correlations were markedly enhanced during sleep.
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(ANOVA) on Fisher transformed correlation coefficients; P o 0.0001,
F 4 17.34 for modulation frequency).

To examine the extent to which the correlations depended on the
subjects’ wakefulness, we compared interhemispheric correlations in
wakeful rest and sleep states. Correlations of spontaneous LFP gamma
power markedly increased during sleep, in both stage 2 and REM
(examples of increased interhemispheric correlations during sleep are
shown in Fig. 2d,e). This increase was also evident in the overall dataset
(r¼ 0.58 during REM, r¼ 0.64 during stage 2, Po 0.0005; Fig. 3c,d).
A quantitative comparison of wakeful rest and sleep states and slow,
medium and fast frequencies revealed higher interhemispheric correla-
tions during sleep for slow (o0.1 Hz) fluctuations (two-way ANOVA
on Fisher transformed correlation coefficients, P o 0.0001, F 4 7.62
for state; P o 0.0001, F 4 52.3 for frequency; no interaction). We
evaluated the statistical significance for the various states and frequen-
cies (Fig. 3) by comparing the interhemispheric correlation coefficients
to corresponding null distributions generated by bootstrapping. A full
description of all interhemispheric LFP and BLP correlations during
wakefulness and sleep is available in Supplementary Figure 1.

Spontaneous activity is dominated by low frequencies

The results thus far suggest that correlations in spontaneous activity
across hemispheres are mainly evident at low frequencies—that is,
they support model 2 (Fig. 1). We examined whether a similar

low-frequency bias is evident in the power spectrum of the local
spontaneous activity. To that end, we first computed the autocorrela-
tion of local activity (each auditory cortex on its own), as well as the
interhemispheric cross-correlation, without filtering the activity into
predefined frequency bands. The results provide an unbiased account
of the slow (o0.1 Hz) nature of both the local and correlated
spontaneous fluctuations (Fig. 4). We also computed the Fourier
transforms of the autocorrelation function (power spectrum) and the
cross-correlation function (cross-spectrum). The power spectra of
spontaneous activity, both local and correlated across hemispheres,
were strongly biased toward low frequencies, following a 1/f-like power
distribution (Fig. 4, insets). Finally, we examined the possibility of
consistent temporal asymmetry in interhemispheric correlations, but
we did not find a significant bias during wakeful rest (P ¼ 1, n ¼ 8
sessions for spiking activity; P ¼ 1, n ¼ 9 sessions for gamma BLP) or
during sleep (P ¼ 0.18, n ¼ 35 recording segments for gamma BLP).

Power-law spectra such as 1/f are also typical of natural sounds, so it
could be argued that the ‘spontaneous’ fluctuations actually reflect
auditory responses to uncontrolled ambient sound, leading to the
observed 1/f-like neuronal dynamics. To control for this possibility, we
recorded the ambient sound in half of the rest sessions along with the
neuronal data and compared the sound-wave amplitude modulations
during rest and during audiovisual movie stimulation to the neuronal
activity (Supplementary Fig. 3 online). Auditory electrodes showed
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Figure 3 Profiles of correlated spontaneous activity. Spectral distributions of

interhemispheric correlations are shown in a–d for firing-rate and gamma-

power modulations. Histograms show fast (41 Hz), medium (0.1–1 Hz) and

slow (o0.1 Hz) fluctuations. *P o 0.05 relative to null distribution assessed

by bootstrapping (t test); **P o 0.0005. Error bars denote s.e.m. between

recording sessions (wake) or recording segments (sleep). (a) Correlations in

neuronal firing rates during wakeful rest (n ¼ 8 recording sessions comprising

38:47 min of data in two individuals). (b) Correlations in LFP gamma power
during wakeful rest (n ¼ 12 recording sessions comprising 78:27 min of data

in five individuals). (c) Correlations in LFP gamma power during REM sleep

(n ¼ 17 recording segments comprising 85 min of data in one individual).

(d) Correlations in LFP gamma power during stage 2 sleep (n ¼ 13 recording

segments comprising 65 min of data in one individual). Low-frequency

bias was observed in all correlations of interest, in agreement with

model 2 (Fig. 1).
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Figure 4 Cross- and autocorrelograms. Cross- and autocorrelation functions of signals from left and right auditory cortices. (a) Cross- and autocorrelations

of neuronal firing rates during wakeful rest (n ¼ 8 recording sessions comprising 38:47 min of data in two individuals). Green, cross-correlation; black,

autocorrelation. Red arrows indicate very slow elevation in correlation (±10 s) corresponding to very slow correlated fluctuations o0.1 Hz. Inset shows Fourier

transform of cross- and autocorrelation functions (cross-spectrum and spectrum, respectively) showing 1/f-like distributions. (b) Cross- and autocorrelations of

LFP gamma power during wakeful rest (n ¼ 9 recording sessions comprising 49:07 min of data in three individuals). Orange, cross-correlation; black,

autocorrelation. Inset as in a. (c) Cross- and autocorrelations of LFP gamma power during REM and stage 2 sleep (n ¼ 30 recording segments comprising

150 min of data in one individual). Purple, cross-correlation; black, autocorrelation; gray, raw LFP above 1 Hz. Raw LFP, in which no correlations were found

across hemispheres, is markedly different from gamma-power changes showing robust correlations. Inset and red arrows as in a. For all panels, y axis is

truncated around peak levels of cross-correlation, whereas autocorrelation reaches 1 at lag zero (data not shown).
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substantial correlations with the movie soundtrack during stimulation
(reflecting their auditory responsivity), whereas no such correlations
were found between neuronal activity and ambient sound during rest
(r ¼ –0.06 and –0.16 for gamma-LFP and firing-rate modulations,
respectively; n ¼ 6 rest sessions comprising 38:22 min of data).

Comparing spontaneous and sensory-evoked activities

To determine the extent to which slow spontaneous fluctuations differ
from sensory-evoked events, we compared the temporal dynamics of
spiking activity during rest with those found in activity evoked by pure-
tone and random-chord stimulation22. In particular, we checked
whether the difference between sensory responses and spontaneous
activity was evident in peak firing-rate amplitudes. We found that high
firing rates (420 spikes s–1) measured over periods of 200 ms were
significantly more frequent in stimulus-evoked than in rest activity
(Po 0.05 by paired t test; Fig. 5a). For higher firing rates (430 spikes
s–1), this difference was even more significant (P o 3.1 � 10–10 by
paired t test). We also examined instantaneous peak firing rates during
stimulation and rest as reflected in the interspike interval (ISI)
distributions (Fig. 5b). The results again indicate that short ISIs
(3–20 ms), reflecting high instantaneous firing rates, were much
more prevalent during stimulus-evoked activity than during sponta-
neous activity. These differences indicate that, compared to stimulus-
evoked responses, the spontaneous activity is mainly composed of
relatively low-amplitude firing-rate modulations.

A straightforward prediction stemming from these different
temporal dynamics is that the spectral profile of interhemispheric
correlations during stimulus-evoked activity should be more uniform
across different frequency bands compared to spontaneous activity—
that is, a flat profile with a larger contribution of high frequencies, as in
model 1 (Fig. 1). To examine this prediction, we computed the spectral

profile of the interhemispheric correlations, as well as the power
spectrum and cross-spectrum during chord stimulation, as we did
for spontaneous activity (Figs. 3 and 4). The results show that high-
frequency components of the correlated activity are indeed significantly
enhanced in sensory-evoked responses compared to rest (P o 0.05 by
t test; Supplementary Fig. 4 online).

Spatial selectivity of spontaneous fluctuations

An important property of large-scale spontaneous activity is its spatial
selectivity; that is, distinct functional systems are often decorrelated in
their rest activity. In the depth extracellular data, interhemispheric
correlations between auditory cortices were indeed higher than corre-
lations between the auditory cortex and other regions (Supplementary
Fig. 5 online). The degree of spatial selectivity did not seem to be state
dependent; in the one individual for whom sleep data were available, a
quantitative comparison between wakeful rest and sleep states and slow,
medium and fast frequencies did not reveal significant effects of state or
speed on the spatial selectivity of correlations (two-way ANOVA on
Fisher transformed selectivity indices, P ¼ 0.54, F 4 0.62 for state;
P ¼ 0.67, F 4 0.4 for frequency; no interaction). However, these data
were not optimal for assessing spatial selectivity, as many depth
electrodes (apart from auditory cortex) were placed in subcortical sites
(Supplementary Table 1). We therefore set out to examine the spatial
selectivity of spontaneous activity in additional individuals monitored
with intracranial ECoG recordings (Supplementary Table 1), as such
recordings provide a much better coverage of the cortical surface.

We first examined whether the basic findings of interhemispheric
correlations were replicated in this group of individuals. To that end, we
functionally identified auditory electrodes through their responses
during audiovisual stimulation, which were highly correlated
with movie soundtrack amplitude (see Methods and Supplementary
Fig. 3 for details). For visually responsive electrodes, we followed our
previous criteria24 for identifying face-selective responses to the pre-
sentation of visual stimuli of various categories. Notably, some of the
auditory and visual electrodes were also effective in eliciting corre-
sponding precepts upon electrical stimulation conducted for clinical
purposes (see Methods and Supplementary Table 2 online for details).
Examining interhemispheric correlations between auditory electrodes
revealed the following phenomena. First, concerning the raw LFP, we
did not find robust correlations across hemispheres, although some
variable correlations (0.09 o r o 0.11) were identified for theta and
alpha oscillations (Supplementary Fig. 6 online). In contrast, unlike
the depth electrodes, the raw LFP did show variable correlations
between sites within the same hemisphere, but these correlations did
not spread to the interhemispheric ‘mirror’ sites and were not con-
sistent across the two individuals. Second, concerning BLP changes,
we again found robust interhemispheric correlations in the gamma
(440 Hz) range (r¼ 0.53, Po 0.0005; Supplementary Fig. 6). Finally,
concerning the spectral profile of gamma-power correlations,
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(a) Distribution of firing rates during auditory stimulation and spontaneous

activity. Gray bars mark s.e.m. across neurons. Low firing rates (1–4

spikes s�1) were significantly more frequent during rest, whereas high firing

rates (420 spikes s�1) were significantly more frequent during stimulation,

in accordance with model 1 (Fig. 1). (b) ISI distributions during auditory

stimulation and spontaneous activity. x axis is shown on a log scale. Area left

of dotted line shows 1- to 2-ms interval for which no such ISIs were found,
reflecting the spike refractory period indicative of single-unit recordings.

Shaded areas denote s.e.m. across neurons. Short ISIs (3–20 ms), reflecting

bursts of high firing rates, were more frequent during stimulation (model 1 in

Fig. 1) than during rest (model 2 in Fig. 1).
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interhemispheric correlations were again more pronounced at low
(o0.1 Hz) frequencies (Supplementary Fig. 6). Thus, the surface
ECoG recordings largely manifested the same behavior for interhemi-
spheric auditory correlations as did the extracellular depth recordings.

We then examined in detail the issue of spatial selectivity in
spontaneous activity, as measured in ECoG gamma-power modula-
tions. To that end, we calculated the correlation between the sponta-
neous activity of auditory or visual ‘seed’ electrodes and every other
ECoG electrode (two individuals, n ¼ 106 electrodes total; patient 4,
Fig. 6; patient 5, Supplementary Fig. 7 online). In both individuals,
interhemispheric correlations between corresponding mirror sites were
significantly higher than correlations with nearly all other recording
sites (P o 0.05 in 53 of 55 paired t tests). A quantitative examination
(Fig. 6b,d) revealed a marked selectivity for functional networks, where
interhemispheric correlations were robust between auditory cortices
(r¼ 0.61) and between visual cortices (r¼ 0.34) but minimal across the
two functional systems (r ¼ 0.02).

Unlike the depth extracellular data, power changes in frequency
bands of ECoG electrodes other than gamma showed strong correla-
tions between recording sites (Supplementary Fig. 8 online). However,
these correlations did not show consistent selectivity patterns. For
example, alpha BLP showed extremely widespread and homogenous
correlations across most of the sampled cortical surface (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 8). The observed difference between low-frequency power
modulations in the depth recordings and intracranial surface ECoG
data may be related to different spatial summation properties of the
ECoG recording electrodes compared to the more localized depth

extracellular recordings. Alternatively, it may reflect some heterogeneity
in the level of alpha-power modulations across different recording sites.

We had so far focused our examination on the electrodes that
showed the most pronounced and selective sensory-evoked responses.
However, we also wanted to examine the extent to which the spatial
selectivity phenomenon generalizes to other, less selective, sensory
electrodes. To that end, we calculated all pairwise correlations between
spontaneous gamma-power modulations recorded in sensory-related
electrodes (all electrodes showing reproducible (r 4 0.2) responses
across repeated presentations of the audiovisual movie). We then
plotted the relationship between such correlations and interelectrode
distance from the mirror electrode location expected in the other
hemisphere (Supplementary Fig. 9 online). Although this analysis did
not take into account potential neuroanatomical discontinuities and
patchiness in functional networks, the results nevertheless revealed a
trend for a decline in correlation with increasing interelectrode dis-
tance, reaching statistical significance in one individual (Po 0.05) and
a nearly significant trend (P ¼ 0.068) in the other individual (Supple-
mentary Fig. 9).

Indirect comparison to spontaneous fMRI waves

Finally, to further evaluate the possibility that the neuronal activity
recorded underlies spontaneous fMRI waves, we examined character-
istics of the two phenomena that do not require simultaneous record-
ings, as these were unfeasible in the individuals studied. More
specifically, we compared the magnitude and frequency profiles of
interhemispheric correlations in the electrophysiological data and in
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Figure 6 Spatial topography of spontaneous correlations in intracranial ECoG data. (a) Correlations between slow spontaneous changes (o0.1 Hz) in ECoG

gamma power of an auditory-related electrode of patient 4 (‘seed’, purple arrow, 49) and all other electrodes. Results are shown on a cortical reconstruction of

the individual’s brain as seen from a lateral view. Color of electrodes denotes their correlation with the seed electrode’s activity. The strongest correlation in the

left hemisphere (green arrow, 23) is found in a corresponding anatomical location. (b) Strength and variability of correlations with auditory seed electrode

(purple circle, 49). Bars show mean correlations ± s.e.m. between nonoverlapping 2-min data segments. *P o 0.05 (t test) compared to all other electrodes in

the left hemisphere. (c) Correlations between slow spontaneous changes (o0.1 Hz) in ECoG gamma power of a visual-related electrode of the same individual

(‘seed’, purple arrow, 37) and all other electrodes. Results shown using a ventral view (left) and lateral view (right). The strongest correlation in the left

hemisphere (green arrow, 12) is found in a corresponding anatomical location. Minimal correlation was observed between visual and auditory electrodes,

indicating the functional selectivity of spontaneous correlations. (d) Strength and variability of correlations with visual seed electrode (purple circle, 37).

*P o 0.05 (t test) compared to all other electrodes except for adjacent electrode 13.
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fMRI data recorded in healthy subjects. To that end, we reanalyzed
previously collected rest fMRI data18 recorded in six subjects. We
identified left and right auditory cortices anatomically and then
sampled the time course of spontaneous activity for each subject.
Data were filtered into slow (o0.1 Hz) and medium (40.1 Hz)
frequencies and compared separately across hemispheres. We found
that the magnitude and frequency profiles of interhemispheric correla-
tions were comparable to those observed in the electrophysiological
data (r ¼ 0.67 ± 0.17 (mean ± s.d.) and 0.37 ± 0.15 for slow and
medium frequencies, respectively). Correlations for slow waves were
significantly greater than those observed for medium waves (P¼ 0.009
by paired t test). A detailed examination of faster fluctuations in fMRI
data was not possible because of our magnetic resonance sampling
frequency (0.33 Hz) and the inherent low-pass properties of the
hemodynamic response function.

DISCUSSION

Modulations of spontaneous firing rate and gamma LFP power

Our results indicate the existence of spontaneous electrophysiological
activity in the human sensory cortex that is significantly correlated
across the two hemispheres. These correlations were robust during
silent periods in wakeful rest and were markedly increased during sleep
(Fig. 3). These results extend previous reports of very slow modulation
of spontaneous neuronal activity8,9 by revealing this activity in the
human brain in both awake and sleep states, by showing its correlation
between mirror sites across hemispheres, and by showing its functional
selectivity. The coherent spontaneous waves were mostly evident in two
components of the electrophysiological signals. First, and most impor-
tant, they were evident in firing-rate modulations recorded in single
neurons. Second, such fluctuations were found in power modulations
of LFP gamma frequencies. As we have previously pointed out25, it is
important to distinguish between the broadband (40–100 Hz) gamma
power changes that show correlated spontaneous fluctuations (and
are well correlated to simultaneously recorded blood oxygen level–
dependent fMRI26) and narrow-band (40 Hz) gamma oscillations,
which are often associated with precise phase-locking phenomena27

and do not necessarily correspond to the same physiological processes.
Given the very slow nature of spontaneous fluctuations, slow

components of the raw LFP, such as delta or alpha waves, could have
been expected to show similar cross-hemispheric correlations, as has
been recently reported in anesthetized rats28. However, this was not
revealed in our data, at least for frequencies 41 Hz.

Spontaneous fluctuations are dominated by low frequencies

A clear-cut aspect of the results is that spontaneous waves showing
interhemispheric correlations were dominated by low-amplitude and
very low temporal frequencies, following a 1/f-like power distribution.
This was evident in the spectral profile of interhemispheric correlations
(Fig. 3a–d), in the power spectrum of local unilateral spontaneous
activity and in the cross-spectrum of interhemispheric-correlated
activity (Fig. 4).

Indirect support for the notion that long-distance correlations are
dominated by slow activity modulations could also be derived when
considering the correlation between spiking activity and gamma LFP
(Supplementary Fig. 2). We recently proposed25 that because the LFP
measures the summed activity of large neuronal populations, the
coupling between spiking activity of individual neurons and gamma
LFP could be taken as an index for the distributed nature of the neuronal
activity—that is, the extent to which single neurons modulate their firing
rate in a coherent manner. Thus, strong spike-gamma coupling reflects
widely distributed neuronal comodulation, whereas poor spike-gamma

coupling reflects more heterogeneous and localized neuronal activity.
Our present results showed that such spike-gamma coupling was
stronger for the slow (o0.1 Hz) modulations (Supplementary
Fig. 2). Taken together, these results suggest that widely distributed
patterns of coactivation are dominated by slow modulations leading to
strong spike-gamma coupling, whereas fast modulations are associated
with localized islands of activity leading to poor spike-gamma coupling.
This concept is compatible with our finding that interhemispheric
correlations were most pronounced in slow activity modulations.

Potential confounding factors

The present results were obtained in individuals with epilepsy, who
may have abnormal synchrony in their global activity patterns at the
millisecond time resolution. However, this is unlikely to be the main
source of the observed correlations for the following reasons. First, the
auditory cortex was not identified as the epileptic focus in any of the
individuals in this study. Second, interictal epileptiform events have
markedly different temporal dynamics with extremely fast transients,
and such epochs were identified and removed from the data. Third, the
same neuronal population reported here showed ultrafine frequency
tuning22 and was tightly correlated to fMRI recordings in healthy
subjects25,29. Finally, the spontaneous modulations we describe here
showed remarkable selectivity for functional networks, whereas epi-
leptiform events tend to be more global. We are therefore confident that
the current results can be extended to the general population.

It could be argued that the observed correlated spontaneous activity
in our study was actually sensory-driven by small background noises30,
as the experiments were not conducted in a soundproof room. However,
after recording the ambient sound in half of the recording sessions, we
found no correlations between neuronal activity and ambient sound
during rest (Supplementary Fig. 3). The same correlated spontaneous
fluctuations were observed in carefully controlled quiet periods as in our
more typical recordings. Finally, the existence of interhemispheric
correlations in the visual system (Fig. 6c,d), when the subject was
resting with eyes closed, clearly argues against such an interpretation.

Spontaneous fluctuations manifest spatial selectivity

Spatial selectivity was expressed in the depth extracellular data as higher
correlation between auditory cortices than between auditory cortex and
other cortical sites (Supplementary Fig. 5). Notably, this spatial
selectivity was maintained during REM and stage 2 sleep (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5), although our data cannot resolve whether this was also the
case during slow-wave sleep. The spatial selectivity of spontaneous
activity was further confirmed and extended in the intracranial ECoG
recordings, which allowed detailed mapping of the correlations across
various cortical sites (Fig. 6). Furthermore, using a purely anatomical
criterion, we found an overall trend for increased correlation in
spatially similar electrode sites (Supplementary Fig. 9).

In the present study, we focused our analysis mainly on sensory-
related electrodes. It is quite likely that spontaneous activity is not
unique to the sensory cortex. However, there is a serious methodolo-
gical difficulty in studying spontaneous activity in nonsensory areas, as
it is difficult to control for unintentional task-related activations in
such areas. As an example, consider activity in the motor cortex during
rest. Unless detailed electromyography measurements are obtained,
such activity may actually reflect slight involuntary motor actions. The
underlying motor activity in the cortex could then either be correlated
across hemispheres (for example, for bilateral movements) or may
show a breakdown of interhemispheric correlation (for example, for
unilateral motor acts). Such activations are difficult to disentangle from
true spontaneous fluctuations.
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Relation to human spontaneous fMRI fluctuations

Recent human fMRI studies revealed high-amplitude, widespread
blood oxygen level–dependent fluctuations in the absence of sensory
stimulation or behavioral tasks12–19,21,31. In sensory systems, such
spontaneous fMRI fluctuations can often exceed the amplitude of a
typical stimulus-driven perceptual event18. These spontaneous fluctua-
tions are increasingly being used as a noninvasive tool for brain
mapping in healthy and patient populations21,32,33. Notably, coherent
spontaneous fMRI activity reflects the functional and anatomical
organization of cortical networks and therefore serves as a powerful
tool in the delineation of cortical and subcortical networks (see ref. 21
for review). Such delineation is typically achieved by searching for
activity correlated with that found in a predefined ‘seed’ region of
interest12–16,18–21 (a procedure also termed functional connectivity), or
by using data-driven methods such as clustering and independent-
component analysis17,34–36. The spontaneous fluctuations often show
high interhemispheric correlations between functionally related mirror
sites12–21. Furthermore, these interhemispheric correlations have
recently been shown to depend on intact callosal connections37, thus
indirectly supporting a neuronal origin for these waves.

Given this growing evidence for spontaneous fMRI activity, the role
of firing-rate and gamma-power modulations reported here as the
potential source of spontaneous fMRI fluctuations is of substantial
interest. A definite answer requires simultaneous recordings of neuro-
nal activity and fMRI in the human cortex, which are at present
technically unfeasible. However, the spontaneous neuronal modula-
tions reported here in fact match all the characteristics of spontaneous
fMRI previously reported21, including interhemispheric correlations
across mirror sites, selectivity for functional networks and 1/f-like
temporal dynamics. In addition, the coupling between gamma
LFP power and fMRI has now been shown in a number of
studies24–26,29,38,39, including spontaneous activity in area V1 of
anesthetized monkeys40 (although it should be noted that the monkeys’
eyes were mostly open during these recordings). Finally, our compar-
ison of spontaneous fMRI dynamics in healthy volunteers with those
found in electrophysiological patient data show a qualitative similarity,
both in the magnitude and the spectral profile of interhemispheric
correlations. Thus, it is likely that spontaneous modulations in firing
rates and gamma power are the neuronal correlates of spontaneous
fMRI fluctuations.

Dynamics of spontaneous and sensory-driven activities

Our results reveal clear differences in neuronal dynamics when com-
paring spontaneous to sensory-driven responses. Sensory responses
showed significantly higher firing rates and shorter ISIs (Fig. 5). As to
the duration of sensory-driven responses, although these were not the
focus of the present study, a previous report analyzed the sensory
response properties of these auditory neurons in detail and found
relatively short (o200 ms) high-amplitude bursts of activity in
response to chord stimulation (for example, Fig. 1 of ref. 22). Similar
auditory response dynamics were observed in monkey single-unit
recordings41,42. Further support for the fast transient dynamics of
sensory-driven responses could be derived from our analysis of local
and interhemispheric power spectra, which showed a relatively flat
profile (Supplementary Fig. 4) similar to that suggested by model 1
(Fig. 1).

Taken together, these results point to a clear differentiation in the
dynamics of sensory-driven and spontaneous activity corresponding to
models 1 and 2 (Fig. 1), respectively. These marked differences in
neuronal dynamics between spontaneous and sensory-driven activity
may help resolve the apparent paradox of high-amplitude fMRI

fluctuations emerging in the sensory cortex in the absence of an
overt perceptual experience18. The current results suggest that high-
amplitude rest fMRI fluctuations may be the result of the long
integration time of the hemodynamic filter, which essentially amplifies
slow neuronal activity modulations. Such temporal integration may
cause low-amplitude rest activity (model 2) to seem comparable in
fMRI signal magnitude to short-duration, high-amplitude sensory-
evoked responses (model 1). This interpretation is fully compatible
with models that posit high firing rates as a necessary condition for
perceptual events10,11. Our data underscore the caution that must be
exercised when interpreting the magnitude and dynamics of fMRI
activations, especially those related to slow cognitive phenomena such
as shifts in spatial attention43.

Functional role of spontaneous activity

Spontaneous activity could in principle be related to consciously willful
and intentional cognitive processes, such as imagery. However, our
finding of a marked enhancement in interhemispheric correlations
during sleep, especially in non-REM sleep stages (Fig. 3c,d), seems to
argue against such a role. Alternatively, the functional role of sponta-
neous fluctuations may change across states and have a more cogni-
tively meaningful role during wakefulness.

As to the function of the correlated spontaneous fluctuations, one
intriguing option is that they serve some role in maintenance44 and
renormalization of synaptic contacts, as is suggested for slow-wave
activity during sleep45. Such essentially random ‘maintenance’ activity,
when driven through the hardwired neuroanatomical connectivity (for
example, the corpus callosum), could result in the observed correlated
fluctuations across interhemispheric mirror foci46. Another possibility
is that spontaneously active networks with a balance of excitation and
inhibition may respond more rapidly to inputs47,48. Future studies in
which all cognitive aspects are carefully controlled (or largely absent, as
in comatose individuals49) may help resolve this intriguing issue.

METHODS
Data acquisition. Neurophysiological recordings were obtained from five

neurosurgical patients with pharmacologically intractable epilepsy, monitored

for potential surgical treatment. Electrode location was based solely on clinical

criteria. All individuals had electrodes placed bilaterally in or over the auditory

cortex (Supplementary Table 1). All surgery was performed by I.F. Computed

tomography scans after electrode implantation was coregistered to the

preoperative MRI using iPlan Stereotaxy software (BrainLAB) to determine

electrode positions. Individuals were required to provide written informed

consent to participate in the experiments. This study conformed to the

guidelines of the Medical Institutional Review Board at UCLA and at the Tel

Aviv Sourasky Medical Center.

Extracellular depth recordings. Extracellular single-unit and LFP recordings

were simultaneously obtained at UCLA from three individuals monitored with

depth electrodes. Each electrode terminated in a set of nine 40-mm platinum-

iridium microwires. Signals were sampled at 28 kHz and bandpass-filtered in

hardware between 1 and 9 kHz.

Electrocorticography surface recordings. Intracranial subdural ECoG record-

ings were obtained from two neurosurgical patients at Tel Aviv Medical Center.

In total, 106 contact electrodes were examined (AdTech). ECoG data recordings

were monopolar, referenced to an extracranial electrode, filtered electronically

between 1 and 70 Hz and sampled at a rate of 200 Hz (Grass Technologies).

Electrodes were placed directly on the cortical surface (2 mm diameter,

8 mm spacing between adjacent electrodes). Electrode locations (Fig. 6

and Supplementary Fig. 7) were projected on a reconstructed cortical surface

of each individual using BrainVoyager software (Brain Innovation). As part

of their clinical diagnostic routine, ECoG patients also participated in

an electrical stimulation session and were asked to report their subjective
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perceptual experience immediately after such stimulation (see Supplementary

Table 2 for subjective reports and Supplementary Methods online for

technical details).

Experimental protocols. All experimental sessions were conducted after

periods of at least 3 h without any identifiable seizures. Data from the same

electrodes and individuals were collected during the wakeful rest, sleep and

stimulation sessions described below.

Wakeful rest. We acquired wakeful rest data in 12 experimental sessions (on

separate days) with five individuals (Supplementary Table 1). These recording

sessions were conducted immediately before or after movie and chord

stimulation sessions22,24,25,29. All sessions were conducted at the individuals’

quiet bedside and lasted 392 ± 210 s (mean ± s.d.). During the rest sessions,

subjects’ eyes were closed, and the room was dark and quiet. In six of the rest

sessions, the subject’s task was passive (‘‘close your eyes and relax’’); in the other

six sessions, we verified alertness by instructing subjects to press a keyboard

button in response to a vocal instruction, once every 45 s on average. All

intervals surrounding button presses or instructions were then removed from

the rest dataset before the various analyses were conducted. For three of the five

individuals (6 of 12 recording sessions), we digitally recorded the ambient

sound in the room along with the neuronal data. These soundtracks were then

used to identify and remove any time intervals that contained audible sounds

and to conduct analysis of ambient sound during rest.

Sleep. We collected sleep data during two full nights from patient 2. Sleep was

monitored by polysomnography, including two scalp EEG electrodes, electro-

oculogram, chin electromyogram and video recording. Data were scored using

international criteria50. Because the individual did not show persistent sleep (at

least 5 min) in stages 3 and 4 of slow-wave sleep, all subsequent analysis was

done on REM and stage 2 (non-REM) sleep segments.

Chord stimulation. Patients 2 and 3 (extracellular depth electrodes) were

presented with a sequence of pure tones and random chords at a rate of 1 Hz

for 1.5 and 3.5 min respectively, accompanied by random visual textures at a

rate of 4 Hz, as recently described22.

In addition, a visual object-category experiment and an audiovisual movie

experiment were conducted in ECoG patients 4 and 5 to allow functional

localization of auditorily and visually related electrodes for subsequent analysis

of spontaneous activity.

Analysis of local field potentials and band-limited power. Preprocessing

included the removal of 60 Hz (UCLA data) or 50 Hz (Tel Aviv data) and

harmonics from the raw signals using a notch filter offline (MATLAB, Math-

Works). Signals were then down-sampled to 1 kHz (UCLA data only).

All data were further scanned manually for interictal epileptiform activity,

and such time intervals were discarded from the dataset. Responses to

stimuli recorded immediately before or after the rest sessions were highly

correlated with fMRI responses in healthy individuals24,25,29 and showed

extremely sharp auditory and visual tuning characteristics22,24, indicating that

in general, our recordings were not significantly influenced by interictal

epileptiform activity.

To examine raw LFP or BLP modulations at different frequency bands, we

first used a second-order Butterworth filter (MATLAB) to apply zero-phase

bandpass filtering to the raw LFP according to the following frequency bands:

delta, 1–4 Hz; theta, 4–8 Hz; alpha, 8–14 Hz; low beta, 15–25 Hz; high beta,

25–40 Hz; gamma, 40–100 Hz. In the ECoG data (where data were filtered in

hardware below 70 Hz), the gamma band was defined as 40–70 Hz. BLP

modulations were extracted by applying full-wave rectification and smoothing

as described previously25. Because all clinical recordings were high-pass filtered

in hardware above 1 Hz, no information was available in the o1 Hz range.

Unit identification, cell selection and firing rates. In the analysis of the UCLA

extracellular data, single units were identified with previous methodology25,29.

The spike identification process was further validated by assessing the con-

sistency of action potential waveforms and by verifying a clear spike refractory

period (Fig. 5b). Example waveforms and distributions of ISIs for 32 units

(taken from all microwires) are presented in Supplementary Figure 10 online.

The distribution (probability density function) of firing rates during rest and

chord stimulation (Fig. 5a) was calculated as follows. The binary spike-train of

each neuron was smoothed with a Gaussian with FWHM of 80 ms (which is

nearly equivalent to binning the spikes into 200-ms bins with overlap) to

extract a time course of instantaneous firing rates. The distribution of these

firing rates was then calculated and averaged across neurons. The distri-

bution of ISIs (Fig. 5b) was calculated separately for each neuron, averaged

across different neurons and normalized so the area under the curve was

equal to 1.

Correlation analyses. Correlations between left and right auditory cortices

were examined separately for raw LFP and specific LFP frequencies (Fig. 4c and

Supplementary Figs. 1 and 6), for BLP modulations (Figs. 2–4 and 6 and

Supplementary Figs. 1 and 4–8) and for changes in the firing rates of local

neuronal populations (Figs. 2–4). In the UCLA extracellular data, the signals of

interest (LFP, BLP and firing rate) were extracted from each microwire and

averaged across all microwires protruding from the same electrode (within

B3 mm) before interhemispheric correlations were computed. Firing-rate

signals in these data were smoothed with a Gaussian with FWHM of 5 ms

kernel to generate a continuous signal.

Next, BLP signals (extracellular data and ECoG data) and firing-rate signals

(extracellular data only) were further filtered into slow (o0.1 Hz), medium

(0.1–1 Hz) and fast (41 Hz) fluctuations using a second-order, zero-phase

Butterworth bandpass filter (MATLAB). Figures 2 and 6 and Supplementary

Figures 3, 5, 7 and 9 show exclusively slow (o0.1 Hz) changes in LFP gamma

power (gamma BLP) or firing rates. Supplementary Figure 8 shows

slow (o0.1 Hz) changes in LFP power of all frequency bands. Figure 3

and Supplementary Figures 1, 2, 4 and 6 separately examine the inde-

pendent contributions of slow, medium or fast fluctuations to inter-

hemispheric correlations.

Correlations between full-band time courses of left and right auditory

cortices in the UCLA extracellular data were also examined using standard

cross-correlation (Fig. 4) as follows. We extracted the average neuronal firing

rate and LFP gamma power in one hemisphere, computed the autocorrelation

function or the interhemispheric cross-correlation function using standard

techniques (MATLAB) and averaged these auto- or cross-correlation functions

across sessions. The cross-spectrum (Fig. 4, insets) was extracted by applying a

Fourier transform to the cross-correlograms.

Spatial topography in ECoG data. For the ‘seed’ analysis, spatial topography in

ECoG data (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 7) was evaluated by computing the

correlation between spontaneous changes in slow (o0.1 Hz) gamma BLP of

auditory and visual seed electrodes and all other electrodes. The reliability of

these spatial correlations was examined by dividing each recording into

nonoverlapping, 120-s segments and computing the correlations to the seed

electrode in each segment separately. Seed electrodes for ‘functional connectiv-

ity’ analysis during rest (Fig. 6c,d) in both ECoG patients were functionally

identified by examining responses during audiovisual movie stimulation

(auditory electrodes, see Supplementary Fig. 3), or using a standard visual

object-category experiment24 (visual electrodes).

For the pairwise analysis, we examined all interhemispheric correlations

between pairs of sensory-related electrodes and the relation of such interhemi-

spheric correlations to the proximity between electrodes (Supplementary

Fig. 9).

Statistical analyses. Error bars, where present, denote s.e.m. between recording

sessions conducted on different days or individuals (Fig. 3a,b and Supple-

mentary Figs. 1 and 4–6); between separate, nonoverlapping data segments

(Figs. 3c,d and 6b,d and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 5–8); between different

neurons (Fig. 5); or between recording locations (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Significance values associated with Pearson correlation coefficients (asterisks

in Fig. 3a–d and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 6) were assessed by comparing

the real data (a collection of interhemispheric correlation coefficients) to a

null distribution (a collection of random coefficients) using an unequal-

variance Student t test on Fisher transformed coefficients (MATLAB). The

null distribution was evaluated using a bootstrapping procedure by cor-

relating spontaneous signals from left and right auditory cortices that were
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acquired at different times, providing an estimate of the random correla-

tions expected for such signals.

Selectivity of interhemispheric correlations during wakeful rest (asterisks in

Fig. 6b,d and Supplementary Figs. 5 and 7) was statistically tested by

comparing the correlation coefficients between left and right auditory cortices

to correlation coefficients between an auditory region and a different region,

using a paired Student t test on Fisher transformed correlation coefficients.

Comparisons between rest and stimulation firing-rate distributions (Fig. 5a)

were conducted using a t test for each firing rate.

Additional details are provided in Supplementary Methods, including

descriptions of fMRI acquisition and analysis, ECoG electrical stimulation

sessions, visual object-localizer and audiovisual movie experiments, pairwise

analysis of spatial correlations (Supplementary Fig. 9), spatial topography in

UCLA data (Supplementary Fig. 5), interhemispheric correlation analyses for

chord stimulation data (Supplementary Fig. 4), evaluation of possible asym-

metry in cross-correlograms, analyses of ambient sound, ANOVA tests, boot-

strapping procedure for generating null distributions and the exact

interpretation of asterisks marking statistical significance in various figures.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
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